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Across
2.  a place to put stitches you don’t 
need right now
6.  needles with a cord
8.  made by knitting stitches out of 
order
9.  sock weight
13.  turn table with a spike, so your 
yarn doesn’t tangle
16.  not a ball
17.  a strong wood used to make 
needles and hooks
19.  what knitters hate doing when 
their project pieces have been knit
20.  the first step in knitting (2 words)
23.  they go on your feet
24.  foundation for crochet stitches
25.  it has sleeves and keeps you warm
26.  point ......
28.  double knitting
29.  made from flax fibre
31.  wound up yarn
32.  a cast on that waits for you

33.  man made fibre
35.  graph with a pattern on it
37.  hold your skein so you can wind it
39.  making cloth with a hook
41.  sheep fibre
42.  common yarn weight
43.  making cloth using pointy sticks

Down
1.  it goes around your neck
3.  holey knitting
4.  opposite of knit
5.  animal that produces very soft fibre 
for yarn
7.  they add it to sock yarn to make it 
stronger
8.  a fibre; used in yarn for knitting 
dishcloths
10.  triangular section on socks so 
your foot fits in
11.  “k1, p1” repeat to end; makes it 
stretchy
12.  colour work (2 words)

14.  Canadian for “beanie”
15.  keep your hands warm
16.  sharp
18.  a ring or pin to show a place in 
your project
19.  covers your arm
21.  the first step in crochet (2 words)
22.  instructions
24.  fancy accessory to keep your neck 
warm
27.  a method of crochet that looks 
like knitting
30.  double pointed needles
31.  thick yarn
34.  keeps track of what row you’re on
35.  top of the sock
36.  after you finish knitting (2 words)
37.  worm fibres
38.  a medium weight yarn
40.  use it so you can knit without 
needles
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Answer Key

Across

2. HOLDER—a place to put stitches you don’t need right now
6. CIRCULAR—needles with a cord
8. CABLE—made by knitting stitches out of order
9. FINGERING—sock weight
13. BUTLER—turn table with a spike, so your yarn doesn’t tangle
16. SKEIN—not a ball
17. BAMBOO—a strong wood used to make needles and hooks
19. SEWING—what knitters hate doing when their project pieces have been knit
20. CASTON—the first step in knitting (2 words)
23. SOCKS—they go on your feet
24. CHAIN—foundation for crochet stitches
25. SWEATER—it has sleeves and keeps you warm
26. PROTECTOR—point ......
28. DK—double knitting
29. LINEN—made from flax fibre
31. BALL—wound up yarn
32. PROVISIONAL—a cast on that waits for you
33. ACRYLIC—man made fibre
35. CHART—graph with a pattern on it
37. SWIFT—hold your skein so you can wind it
39. CROCHET—making cloth with a hook
41. WOOL—sheep fibre
42. WORSTED—common yarn weight
43. KNITTING—making cloth using pointy sticks

Down

1. SCARF—it goes around your neck
3. LACE—holey knitting
4. PURL—opposite of knit
5. ALPACA—animal that produces very soft fibre for yarn
7. NYLON—they add it to sock yarn to make it stronger
8. COTTON—a fibre; used in yarn for knitting dishcloths
10. GUSSET—triangular section on socks so your foot fits in
11. RIBBING—”k1, p1” repeat to end; makes it stretchy
12. FAIRISLE—colour work (2 words)
14. TOQUE—Canadian for “beanie”
15. GLOVES—keep your hands warm
16. SCISSORS—sharp
18. MARKER—a ring or pin to show a place in your project
19. SLEEVE—covers your arm
21. SLIPKNOT—the first step in crochet (2 words)
22. PATTERN—instructions
24. COWL—fancy accessory to keep your neck warm
27. TUNISIAN—a method of crochet that looks like knitting
30. DPN—double pointed needles
31. BULKY—thick yarn
34. COUNTER—keeps track of what row you’re on
35. CUFF—top of the sock
36. BINDOFF—after you finish knitting (2 words)
37. SILK—worm fibres
38. CHUNKY—a medium weight yarn
40. LOOM—use it so you can knit without needles


